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14 sunshine-inspired
yellow objects picked
by the Vogue team

As summer reveals itself in earnest, we peek at the world through lemon-
tinted glasses for best results
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Kristian Schuller

A sunshine state of mind amidst the ongoing heatwave? Our hearts (and bodies) could not take it. But look at a couple of yellow

objects after guzzling a tall tumbler of fresh juice and you will notice that they are bursting with good cheer and vitality. For

years, this perennial spring shade has been associated with happiness, optimism, new beginnings and joy, and has been known to

activate the memory, encourage communication, build confidence, enhance vision and stimulate the nervous system. In any

case, it is said that you shoould fight fire with fire, so we're digging into our trunks of pretty things and and fetching everything

lemon-hued in order to meet the punishing summer head-on. From riveting artwork and tasteful tableware to suncreen and

pocket pouches, it is, like Coldplay said, all yellow.

https://www.vogue.in/vogue-closet/collection/karisma-kapoor-outfits-that-make-a-case-for-sunshine-hues/
https://www.vogue.in/beauty/gallery/sunscreen-season-is-here-and-these-are-the-products-to-try-according-to-dermatologists


‘Meeting With The Goddess’ (2012), gouache and ink on paper, Rithika Merchant



Bread and butter plate, Hermès, price on request



Presentation plate, Hermès, price on request



Dinner plate, Hermès, price on request



Naso Saffron infused in musk & amber 100ml, ₹5,500



‘Sublime Saffron’ turmeric tea 100g, House of Tea, ₹450



Sideboard, House of Finn Juhl, price on request



The First Woman by Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi, published by Oneworld Publications in October 2020



Watery Sun Cream, Laneige, (50ml) ₹1,650



Immortelle Divine Cream, L'Occitane, ₹7,000



Sunglasses, Gucci, price on request



Elephant pocket pouch, Loewe, ₹69,000



Nanook of the North Lime, Scarlet Splendour, price on request



Gucci Bloom Profumo di Fiori Eau de Parfum For Her, Parcos, ₹6,100

Also read:

How to style your home using yellow objects and grey hues, per Pantone’s Colours of the Year 2021
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